Wedding Cake Design Ideas

Your wedding day is surely one of the most important days of your life, but your wedding cake makes it extra special and more
memorable both for you and your guests. While you want your dress, make up, jewellery and other wedding arrangements to
stand out from the crowd, your wedding cake should be no exception. Everything should be perfect on your special day. If you
want the most perfect cake ready for your big day, follow this simple guide. You'll get plenty of ideas on how to get your cake
right with colours, flavours, toppings, decorations and how to blend them all with your wedding theme. We'll also reveal a secret
tool to help your create the cake you've dreamt of.
Come along on a journey with Vintage Glamour as we tell you in this eBook everything you need to know about wedding cakes:
from how it all started to how you can get the perfect cake ready for your big day without any hassles.

A Brief History
The wedding cake has a long and illustrious history. In
its earliest form it looked nothing like the traditional
tiered cakes of today. The ancient Romans used bread
instead of cake. It was broken over the head of the
bride as a symbol of good luck. Medieval Brits first
used a huge pile of rolls. This later became the multilayered cake creation we know as 'The Wedding Cake'.
The bride and groom were to kiss over this towering
confection. Their success was a guarantee of a blessed
life together.
The traditional wedding cake, as we know it, was
created in the early seventeen hundreds by a baker’s
apprentice for his wedding to his boss’ daughter. Early
seventeenth century wedding cakes had a ring inside
to symbolize the bride’s acceptance of her groom’s
wedding proposal. In the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the cake was replaced by “bride's pie”. Eating
a piece of the bride’s pie was a symbol of wishing the
couple a long, happy life together. A glass ring was
hidden in the middle of the bride’s pie dessert. Any
unmarried girl who found it would be the bride. This
custom morphed into the tossing of the bride’s
bouquet.

Delicious Flavours of a Wedding Cake
Traditional wedding cakes were made of plum or other
fruits. Fruit cakes were a sign of fertility and wealth. In
the 17th century, there was a separate bride’s cake
and a separate groom’s cake. The groom's cake was
typically a dark coloured, rich fruit cake. The bride’s
cake was usually a simple pound cake.
At Vintage Glamour, we presently offer a variety of
flavours for you to choose from. Create your own
special style according to your special taste!
•For the traditional-themed wedding we offer rich
fruit cake loaded with brandy-soaked fruit and spices.
•For those who wish to harken back to the bride’s
seventeenth century pound cake, we have a light, airy
vanilla sponge cake layered with vanilla buttercream
and strawberry preserves.

•For the chocoholics in the crowd we can create a rich,
delectable wedding cake made of Belgian chocolate.
We layer ours with Belgian chocolate ganache
buttercream. But you can select the icing of your
choice if this is not your cup of tea.
•A perfect accompaniment to an afternoon wedding
or a morning wedding brunch is our champagne
sponge cake with airy coats of vanilla buttercream
frosting.
Fancy none of the above? Do you want to design your
own unique flavour? Be our guest! Feel free to mix and
match cake flavours, filling and icing options. You do
not have to limit your choice to the limited colours,
flavours or styles you see everyday. We can help you
customise your wedding cake just the way you want it
to be.

Styles Reflect Your Taste!
Wedding cakes range in size, from a small cake that
feeds only a few people, to a cake that will feed
hundreds.
Wedding cakes can be one-tiered slab or sheet cakes in
various flavours or towering creations of two, three, or
four tiers.
Recently wedding cupcakes have become popular.
These intricately iced mini-cakes are piled onto tiered
serving dishes and used as centre pieces for banquet
or buffet tables. They may be served as the dessert at
the wedding dinner or sent home with each guest as a
memento of the day.
At Vintage Glamour, we offer three and four tier
traditional wedding cakes. Let us help you make your
wedding cake unique in every way! Time to reveal our
secret tool, The Wedding Cake Designer to help you
get your wedding cake right!

Icing Makes it Look Cool!
White icing symbolizes virginity and purity. That’s no
reason for you to stick to traditional ingredients like:
marzipan, fondant, gum paste, buttercream, and
chocolate ganache. Let Vintage Glamour work with
you to choose the perfect icing for your special cake.
Log on to:
http://www.vgcakes.co.uk/wedding_cake_designer
and use our wedding cake designer.
This tool will help you customise and choose not only
the flavours and decorations of your cake. It will let
you pick your icing colour. Classic icing colours are
White or Ivory- which one would you go for?
We believe each one has it’s own charm and beauty,
but you can choose the one that suits your style, your
unique personality and perhaps your wedding day
theme.

Design and Toppers: Add a Personal Touch!
Early French wedding cakes were created using
profiteroles with a halo of spun sugar. Thus was born
the first wedding cake topper. Each era has its unique
wedding cake topper designs. These range from
porcelain turtle doves to natural fibre burlap owls!
You can have a ribboned bow pattern around your
cake or leave it plain. You can even customise the
colour of this ribbon. We have nine different colours
and you can pick one according to your preference or
wedding theme. We can then pipe the cake for you in
one of your chosen styles:
•Dainty hearts
•Pretty butterflies
•Beautiful flowers
•Lovely filigree pattern
•Twiggy Branches
•Delicate White Pearls
•Prefer simplicity? Just leave it plain!
•Lastly just have your cake topped with beautiful sugar
roses or give it a personal touch with your initials.
Prepared to leave your guests spellbound?

Cakes for Themed Weddings Should Follow the
Theme!

Themed wedding and birthday parties are immensely popular these days. Whether you are having a traditional
theme, a theme based around specific colours, characters, a multicultural or cultural theme, a family heritage
theme, or something zany and creative, Vintage Glamour can help you incorporate that theme into the design
of your three or four tiered wedding cake.
A themed wedding cake is just a matter of your personal style and taste. With a variety of distinct flavours
which can be mixed to create your unique flavoured cake, we are sure we can help you design a cake that will
reflect your ethnic, personal, or family theme. Besides the flavours, your special themed cake can also be
trimmed with embossed flowers, hearts, branches, pearls, or filigree to give it a personal touch.
You can let your cake look and feel modern, traditional, classic, glamorous romantic or rustic using different
toppers and colours. Why not let cake look different, unique and let it stand out from the rest of the crowd?

Most people prefer the romantic or classic touch. Using pink
or red ribbons and bows around your plain cake topped with
beautiful sugary roses, you can easily add a classy romantic
feel to your cake. But you don’t have to do the same. Be
brave! Defy this tradition by picking your own colours and
styles by letting us help you choose just the right cake
decorations. Confused? Talk to us about it and we’ll suggest
what will suit your theme.
Look at our example photos to get ideas about the ribbons,
flowers, icing, bows, or colours you can use for that one-ofa-kind wedding cake that perfectly matches your wedding
theme.
To make this task even simpler, use our
Wedding Cake Designer. See how you can get great ideas to
choose unique cake designs, interesting flavours, tangy
fillings and memorable icing. We excel at customizing the
centre of not only your table, but also your wedding, and
your outstanding wedding photos!

& Finally…
There is no specific time for serving wedding cake. It may be the dessert at the wedding dinner or offered as
part of a midnight buffet before the bride and groom depart. It may be served at a wedding breakfast the
morning after the wedding.
Sometimes the wedding cake is not served at all! Instead, it serves as the centre piece at the dinner and is
saved for serving at a first or twenty-fifth anniversary. Whenever you choose to serve this symbol of joy, good
luck, and prosperity, you’ll find just what you need to make your cake the perfect statement for your wedding
at:
http://www.vgcakes.co.uk/wedding_cake_designer
We are masters of customization at Vintage Glamour!
We hope this information has been helpful in choosing the perfect cake for your special day.

